Far east and PacifiC
Marine Refit and New Building
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Full service contractor
in marine refitting and
New Build projects
Precetti Pte Ltd is based in Singapore and launched in 2016
as the local business unit of Precetti Int. Group, a worldwide leading
outfitting contractor for cruise ships, mega-yachts and ferries.
Precetti provides complete turn-key custom solutions (from designing to
installation on board) either for new building and refitting projects, using
advanced technologies to build and refit public areas, indoor and outdoor
restaurants, cabins, suites and wet spaces on board.
Precetti offers a service active 24/7 for all the needs including repair and
maintenance services, occurring on board of customer ships.
Precetti Pte Ltd Singapore has been created on the purpose to meet the
needs of ship owners present in the Far-East and Pacific area and develop
Precetti’s business in that part of the world.
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1

CRUISE SHIP
SPECIALIST

Public Areas

Precetti Pte, the Far-East and Pacific business unit of Precetti Group,
acts as a general contractor and engages the full production capabilities
of the Group itself, including the customize high-quality furniture
for Public Areas, Catering Areas, Accommodation and Cabins as well as
Outdoor Areas on board of cruise ships.

Outdoor Spaces

Precetti offers a reliable customer service (after sales service),
delivering quality products and projects on time and within the budget.

Catering Areas
Accommodation Areas
Public Areas
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Catering Areas

Accommodation Areas
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PRECETTI
SERVICES

THE REALITY OF A
GLOBAL PARTNER
Nothing short of Excellence
Precetti Group is the international marine contractor with more than
60 years of experience involved worldwidely into both the refit and
newbuilding segments.
Precetti provides turn-key tailored solutions on a global perspective,
incorporating its own manpower to develop innovative solutions for
its business partners, engaging its own vertical integrated production
facilities in Italy for catering systems and no combustible certified
materials (B15 doors and panels for modular cabins, wet units, walls,
ceilings etc.).
Precetti is able to take up the analysis, conceptual design,
production, prefabrication, as well as project management and
installation onboard ships and being a global marine contractor;
the company maintains a physical presence on the most common
areas.
In response to the important challenge brought forward by the
significant rise on demand of the Asian Market, Precetti Group
introduces three individual business units at USA, Europe and
Singapore, the latter being represented by Precetti Pte. Thanks to
this global presence, Precetti is able to offer a complete awareness
of the local market and resources and an active service 24/7,
providing fast and prompt responses upon request for inspections
and even refurbishments. All units are bringing forward the vast
experience of the Group under a common strategy and moto of
“Nothing Short of Excellence”.
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Turnkey solutions

Miami (Florida)
USA

Singapore
ASIA
Vazzola (TV)
ITALY

Design

Engineering

Exploiting the experience of the past,
Precetti supports and assists clients and
architects providing architectural drawings
and developing new innovative solutions.

Following the architectural concept,
Precetti high-qualified technical dept. develops
the engineering and executive drawing
to transform the ideas into practical solutions.

Project Management

Installation

Project Management is engaged at a starting
point, not only to coordinate the design and
manufactory aspects, but also from
a planning, logistical (loading and unloading
materials) and installation point of view.

Installation onboard is executed by high-qualified
manpower, under the guidance of a specified
project management team composed
by supervisors, project and site managers, always
present in the entire course of the project.

Manufacturing
Starting from the shop drawings,
Precetti’s factory, using advanced technological
production facilities and automated processes,
develops customized elements, that later preassembled will become the final products.

After Sales Services
A successful project is marked primarily
by a satisfied customer during the delivery of
the project, but also by the professionalism to
support clients during vessel’s daily operations.
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PUBLIC
AREAS

Precetti is committed into bringing innovative solutions and using advanced technologies to successfully
complete outfitting projects for public spaces, even in combination with the catering systems
(restaurants, bars, buffet etc.), or any other public area on board of the ship, covering in addition
complementary works, as piping, air conditioning, electricity, etc.

CATERING
AREAS
Precetti is a PHS certified company
since 1981, that produces stainless
steel catering solutions, using its own
facilities and advanced technologies
in Italy, in compliance with the latest
standards of hygiene and safety.
The proactive design includes also
all the necessary electrical and
piping connections, to assure an
easy adaptation of the end-product
to the ship’s existing steel structure
and infrastructure, at the stage of the
installation on board.
Stainless steel furniture can be
produced with any kind of decoration
and finishing, completed at the factory
to avoid delay during restoration and
to deliver a high-quality product.
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ACCOMMODATION
AREAS
Precetti Italy is a B15 Certified
Company, in position to produce
non-combustible B15 elements,
including ceilings, walls, pullman
beds and doors.
Precetti Italy is one of the main
suppliers of the naval certified B15
doors to the marine industry,
running a standard contracted
production of more than 6000 doors
per annum, from the stainless steel
plate to the end-product and even the
distribution at the shipyards globally.
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Turnkey
custom solutions
for cruise ship
refurbishments
and new building
projects.
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Precetti Pte Ltd
114 Lavender Street
# 07-75 CT Hub 2
Singapore, 338729
Tel: +65 82516771
www.precettiltd.com

Precetti Inc
3401 North Miami Ave
FL 33127, Miami, USA
Tel: +1 954 938 0000
www.precettiinc.com

Precetti Srl
Via Cal Longa, 22
31028 Vazzola, Italy
Tel: +39 0438 444911
www.precettisrl.it

